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Within these pages you will find some of the industry’s most 
innovative and useful products based upon today’s most impor-
tant open industry standards. They are offered by hundreds of 
companies, large and small, who relentlessly innovate and move 
technology implementation forward. 

Innovation tops imagination
A great deal has changed in the approximately 30 years since the 
merchant microprocessor board market began. Early offerings 
were little more than prototyping boards or systems designed to 
showcase a silicon provider’s products. As an example, Motorola 
Computer Group began business to provide such prototyping 
products for Motorola microprocessors. Early backplane 
standards such as S-100, STD, S-bus, and the ISA bus were little 
more than extensions of a particular microprocessor’s addressing, 
data, and control pins. 

This did not change much until the PCI bus emerged in the 1990s, 
when things changed quite fundamentally. For the first time, 
there was a processor-independent way to connect chips. Intel, 
Motorola, Sun, and DSP and RISC chipmakers got on board. 
While it was originally labeled a “local” bus it quickly made its 
way to backplanes in desktop computers and ruggedized platforms 
like CompactPCI. Suddenly, peripheral chip manufacturers 
could sell a single device to many more customers than before. 
The board-level market exploded as companies could specialize. 
A level playing field resulted with small and large companies 
alike feeding the marketplace. We’ve come to take all of this for 
granted, but I believe history will judge the wide acceptance of 
the open PCI bus as a watershed event. 

But, the PCI bus is a parallel bus, and the laws of physics began 
to catch up with it. In the eternal quest for higher speeds and 
bandwidths clock rates got pushed up and the capacitance of 
every bus connection began to limit the number of devices that 
could be attached to a PCI bus, whether they were local to a card 
or a plug-in board on a backplane. 

Once again, the industry innovated. Chip designers began to see 
the limits of increasing clock speeds indefinitely. At the same 
time, transistors began to be almost free, but pins on packages 
carried overhead expense. Pin counts limited how wide data 
paths could become. The answer? High-speed switched serial 
interconnects that are now commonly known as switched fabrics. 
By connecting a single source of data to a single destination for 
data at any instant, high throughputs could be attained. Other 
important benefits became evident, including high scalability, 
high reliability due to the ease with which redundant resources 
could be interconnected, and reduced pin counts. 

As in the early days of microprocessor data buses, no one can 
quite agree on a single fabric, and today we have RapidIO, PCI 
Express, InfiniBand, StarFabric, and a host of lesser known inter-
connect technologies. They all work essentially the same way 
and have their relative strengths and weaknesses. The grand-
daddy of serial interconnects, Ethernet, is still going strong like 
the Energizer bunny, and 10 Gigabit per second (Gbps) Ethernet 
standards are now finding their way to market. PICMG members 
and the AdvancedTCA community are working with the IEEE 
802.3ab subcommittee developing 10 Gbps backplane standards, 
and I fully expect AdvancedTCA to make a speed step from the 
current 2.5 Gbps per pair data rate to 10 Gbps in the future.

The transition from switched serial interconnects as PowerPoint 
road map slides to real deployed products is finally happening, and 
in these pages you will see leading products based on switched 
serial technologies. Platforms for them include AdvancedTCA, 
Advanced Mezzanine Card, CompactPCI Express, SHB Express, 
and COM Express.

Thirty years ago my father and I assembled an Altair 8880 com-
puter using the then new Intel 8080 CPU. That CPU contained 
just 6,000 transistors, but it was a huge improvement to the 
4040 system I had designed and built the year before. Over 
the course of several years I designed and added memory, I/O, 
a paper tape reader, a 5.25-inch floppy disk, and eventually an 
8088 coprocessor. My brother and I wrote code. There was noth-
ing I could possibly think of that this machine couldn’t do. But 
then I could not imagine fast networks, the Internet, or a mobile 
telephone infrastructure that would allow me to reach more than 
a billion people all over the world by just punching a few buttons 
on a handset smaller than a pack of cigarettes. 

Microprocessors today are approaching a transistor count of a 
half billion, and no one thinks twice about a gigabyte or two of 
memory. Today these technologies are common, and the aver-
age kid doesn’t know a world without them. The large amount 
of infrastructure behind these innovations is made possible in 
large part by the embedded computer market. What will the next 
30 years bring that we cannot imagine now?

Joe Pavlat
Editorial Director
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